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Abstract
This paper expounds the basic concepts of rough set theory, studies a method of extracting group decision-making rules based on 
rough set theory which is applied to the group decision-making process of large scale engineering emergency, through the 
establishment of a decision index system of distribution site of medical supplies in large scale engineering emergency, we obtain
a reduction of decision rules finally. The results show that the applying of group decision-making model based on rough set to the 
group decision-making of large scale engineering emergency can greatly improve the decision efficiency, and provide basis for
future engineering incidents．
© 2010 Published by Elsevier Ltd
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1. Introduction
In 2003, the outbreak of SARS caused Chinese government to pay great attention to it, and the government did 
the best for better treatment and prevention. As a result of this SARS incident, the Chinese government started to 
pay special attention to the management of emergency events. The emergency events is defined by “The emergency 
response law of the People's Republic of China” as: emergency events refers to natural disasters, accident calamity, 
public health events and social security incidents which occurred suddenly, or may cause serious harm to the society, 
and need to take emergency measures to cope with. It gains the features of sudden and social harmfulness.
Massive outstanding has been highlighted in large scale emergency, which means the broad range of influence 
and the large vulnerable groups．Such as the SARS epidemic, the large-scale Wenchuan earthquake in 2008, and 
the outbreak of Qinghai Yushu earthquake in 2010, etc, all belong to a large scale emergency．
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The emergency management of large scale incident has become a focus of the current research problems. And 
most studies focused in advance and afterwards controls, of which the afterwards control is the most important in 
emergency management, also is the most practical significance, thus the study of afterwards control is one the most 
further [1].
Most of the problems of large scale emergency handling can be regarded as a multi-attribute decision-making 
problem. Faced with many decision-making plans made by experts, we expect to form effective decision-making 
rules, so as to make the effective final decision to the actual problem, While it can be effective to derive decision 
rules from the decision table by using rough sets theory．
This paper applies the group decision-making theory based on rough set to the emergency management of large 
scale incident, through the analysis of the factors that influenced the resource allocation after incident occurred, we 
finally summarize the condition attribute set related to allocation decision, and concludes the reduction decision 
rules, thus provide the basis for decision-making of resource allocation.
2. Brief Introduction to the Model
2.1. A Brief Introduction to rough set theory 
The concept of rough set is first proposed by Pawlak z. in 1982. The basic idea of rough set is based on case-
based reasoning. And it was established on the basis of the database [2].
• Information system
Definition 1: ( , , )U A F is called an information system，among which, U is the closed universe, A is the 
attribute set，and F is relationship set between U and A：
                                                            
1 2{ , , , }nU x x x=  (1)
1 2{ , , , }mA a a a=  (2)
{ : ( )}l lF f U V l m= → ≤   (3)
Among which, elements xi(i≤n) from U are called objects; Elements al(i≤m) from A are called attributes; Vl is 
the numerical range of attributes al, particularly, when A C D= ∪ , this information system is called to be decision 
information system, where C is a set of condition attributes, and D is a set of decision attributes, the discussion of 
this paper is mainly based on the decision information system.
• Equivalence relation
Definition 2: Suppose R is the relation in non-empty finite set U, if it can satisfy properties of reflexivity, 
symmetry and transitivity, we call R is the equivalence relation of U，let x U∈ ,
[ ] { | ( , ) } ( )i R j i j ix x x x R x U= ∈ ∈   (4)
Where [ ]i Rx is called the equivalence class of x based on R , and the equivalence class of x is the set of all the 
objects from U which is equal to x．
• Definition of rough set
Definition 3: Given decision information system ( , , )U A F , let X U⊆ , when set X can be denoted by the 
union set of basic equivalence classes, we call that X can be precisely defined; Otherwise, X is called as non-
precision or rough set.
Each of the uncertain concepts can be denoted by R-lower and R-upper approximations, 
( ) { | [ ] }i i RR X x x X= ⊆ (5)
( ) { | [ ] }i i RR X x x X= ∩ ≠ ∅ (6)
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( ) ( ) ( )BN X R X R X= − (7)
Where ( )R X is called as R-lower approximation of X, and ( )R X R-upper approximation of X, ( )BN X
R-boundary of X.
Obviously, when ( )BN X ≠ ∅ , scilicet ( ) ( )R X R X≠ , X is said to be rough.
• Reduct and core 
A reduct is a minimal set of attributes B A⊆ , so that the object set can be described by A must be described 
by B, so as to eliminate redundancy attributes, generally, we use the concept of positive region to describe reduct 
and core.
Definition 4: Given decision information system（U，C∪D，V，f）, let P C∅ ≠ ⊆ , we define P-positive 
region of X as :
/
( ) ( )
i
P i
Y U D
POS D P Y
∈
=  (8)
Where ( )iP Y is P-lower approximation set of set Yi, ( )PPOS D denotes P-positive region of X, also it denotes 
the object set from U which can be divided into indiscernibility class of decision attributes set D by the classification 
U/P. 
Definition 5: Given decision information system（U，C∪D，V，f）, let P C∅ ≠ ⊆ , a P∈ , if:
{ }( ) ( )P a PPOS D POS D− = (9)
We say that a can be omitted from P, else ,a can’t be omitted from P, the set composed of all the condition 
attributes can’t be omitted from P is defined as D-core of P, which is denoted as ( )DCORE C , that is:
{ }( ) { | ( ) ( )}D P a PCORE C a C POS D POS D−= ∈ ≠ (10)
When all the attributes can’t be omitted from P, and ( ) ( )P CPOS D POS D= , we say P is a D-reduct of C, 
which denoted as ( )DRED C ; it’s easily obtained that the reduct of a decision table isn’t unique [3].
2.2. Group decision-making based on the rough set
• Establishment of decision information system
Here we collect the inference rules to a decision problem by m experts, and establish decision table, we denote 
this decision information system as ( , , )S E C D F= ∪ , among which, the set of experts anticipated in the 
decision inference is 1 1{ , , }mE e e e=  , the set of condition attributes is 1 2{ , , }nC c c c=  , and the set of 
decision attributes 1 2{ , , }pD d d d=  , F denotes the relationship set.
• Attributes reduction and value reduction
Here we take the attribute reduction algorithm based on approximation quality [4], that is, to realize the attribute 
reduction and attribute value reduction through the calculation of approximation quality of decision attributes set D
to different subsets of condition attribute set C.
In decision information system ( , , )S E C D F= ∪ , let P C∅ ≠ ⊆ , approximation quality of decision
attributes set D to condition attributes subset P is defined as follows:
( ) | ( ) | / | |p pD POS D Eγ = (11)
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When ( ) 1p Dγ = , then we say that set D depends entirely on subset P; when 0 ( ) 1p Dγ< < , D depends 
partly on subset P; when ( ) 0p Dγ = , set D is independent of subset P. where |*| denotes the number of elements
from a set.
Obviously, from the definition of approximation quality we can see that, we can easily find the reduct and core 
by comparing the approximation quality of different subsets.
Through rough set theory we can see that all the non-core attributes values of ( )CPOS D can be reduced. After 
we find the reduct and core, the decision rules reduction table can be finally obtained through the reducing of all the 
non-core attribute values of ( )CPOS D .
• Decision rules extraction
Extract decision rules from different decision rules reduction table [5]，the format of decision rules can be 
descried as follows:
Let Xi，Yi respectively represent every equation class of U/C and U/D, and des（Xi）denotes the specific value 
of equation class Xi to each set of condition attributes, while des（Yi）denotes the specific value of equation class Yi
to each set of decision attributes. As a result, decision rules can be defined as follows:
: ( ) ( ),ij i j i jr des X des Y X Y→ ∩ ≠∅     (12)
After the decision rules of different reduct are obtained, we can merge the similar decision rules, and through
voting mechanism we can solve the conflict rules [6]..
Table 1. An example of a table
An example of a column heading Column A (t) Column B (T)
And an entry 1 2
And another entry 3 4
And another entry 5 6
3. The application of group decision rules based on rough sets on Large Scale Emergency
This paper is under the background of earthquake. we study on the location selection problem of distribution 
site of medical supplies after earthquake occurred.
There are a number of factors should be considered to the location selection problem of distribution site of 
medical supplies [7] [8], and for purpose of a more timely and efficient delivery, we should consider the optimization 
problem by the premise of ensuring sufficient supply. Generally, the following condition attributes should be taken 
into account: (c1) Difficulty of Warehouse construction, such as labor, materials and cost, geological conditions of 
the location, etc; (c2) Contact with external conditions, such as road conditions, routs and the communication from 
outside, etc；(c3) Medical items accessibility, such as the number of drug manufacturers nearby, quantity and 
variety of medical supply, and the distance from the location, etc；(c4) Contact with the disaster situation, such as 
communication, the distance from disaster situation and routs, etc; (c5) Safety conditions, such as the influence of 
aftershocks to the location, the security situation, etc. and the decision attributes should be taken into account is: (d1)
feasibility of constructing distribution site of medical supplies in this location. As a result, the set of condition 
attributes and the set of decision attributes of this problem is respectively: 1 2 3 4 5{ , , , , }C c c c c c= ， 1{ }D d= , Its 
value measured by three levels: 1-good, 2-qualified, 3-poor. 
We get the condition attribute values of 10 cases of earthquake disasters assessed by 10 experts, through which 
we can determine the importance of various factors in the location selection problem of distribution site of medical 
supplies. The set of experts is 1 1 10{ , , }E e e e=  . Thus we get the group decision-making table of distribution site 
of medical supplies (see table1).
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Table 1  Group decision-making table of distribution site of medical supplies
E c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 d1
e1 3 1 1 1 2 1 
e2 3 2 2 1 2 2 
e3 1 1 2 1 1 1 
e4 1 2 1 2 3 1 
e5 3 1 1 2 2 2 
e6 1 2 2 3 3 2 
e7 2 2 1 2 2 2 
e8 1 3 2 3 3 3 
e9 3 1 1 1 2 1 
e10 2 2 3 3 2 3 
According to table 1 and formula (11) , we can compute the approximation qualities of decision attributes set D 
to different condition attributes subset (see table 2).
Table 2  Approximation qualities of decision attributes set D to different condition attributes subset
subset γ subset γ subset γ subset γ 
{ c1，c2，c3，c4，
c5}
1 { c1，c2，c5} 3/10 { c1，c2} 3/10 { c3，c5} 2/5 
{ c2，c3，c4，c5} 1 { c1，c3，c4} 4/5 { c1，c3} 2/5 { c4，c5} 1/2 
{ c1，c3，c4，c5} 4/5 { c1，c3，c5} 1/2 { c1，c4} 1/2 { c1} 0 
{ c1，c2，c4，c5} 1 { c1，c4，c5} 1/2 { c1，c5} 1/10 { c2} 1/10 
{ c1，c2，c3，c5}
7/1
0 { c2，c3，c4} 1 { c2，c3} 1/2 { c3} 1/10 
{ c1，c2，c3，c4} 1 { c2，c3，c5} 7/10 { c2，c4} 3/5 { c4} 0 
{ c1，c2，c3}
7/1
0 { c2，c4，c5} 1 { c2，c5} 1/5 { c5} 1/10 
{ c1，c2，c4} 1 { c3，c4，c5} 1/5 { c3，c4} 3/10   
From table 2, and according to definition 5 and formula (10) we get that: { c1，c2，c4}，{ c2，c3，c4}and { c2，c4，
c5} are D-reducts of C, furthermore, the D-core of condition attributes set C is { c2，c4}，that is 
2 4( ) { , }DCORE C c c= .
By rough set theory, we know that all the non-core attribute values of ( )CPOS D can be reduced, in this case
we have ( )CPOS D E= , so all of the attribute values can be reduced except c2 and c4; It’s easy to see that the three 
reduction decision tables obtained by three reduct are the same in this paper, then we can get the reduction decision 
table by merge the similar rules. (See table 3).
As shown in table3, we can find that the decision rule e4 conflict with e7, and the decision rule e6 conflict with
e10 (where “∧” denotes logical operation “and”, and “∨” which follows in this passage denotes logical operation 
“or”). This two conflict problems should be solved by voting mechanism. Here we have 10 experts to vote and 
determine that rule e4 and e6 should be abandoned. As a result, we obtain decision rules as follows:
2 4 1{( ,1) ( ,1)} ( ,1)c c d∧ → .
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2 4 2 4 2 4 1{( , 2) ( ,1)} {( ,1) ( , 2)} {( , 2) ( , 2)} ( , 2)c c c c c c d∧ ∨ ∧ ∨ ∧ →
2 4 2 4 1{( ,3) ( ,3)} {( , 2) ( ,3)} ( ,3)c c c c d∧ ∨ ∧ →
Table 3  Reduction decision table
E c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 d1
e1 - 1 - 1 - 1
e2 - 2 - 1 - 2
e4 - 2 - 2 - 1
e5 - 1 - 2 - 2
e6 - 2 - 3 - 2
e7 - 2 - 2 - 2
e8 - 3 - 3 - 3
e10 - 2 - 3 - 3
4. Conclusions
As can be seen from the reduction decision table:
The condition that not suitable for the construction of distribution site of medical supplies: Both the contact 
with external conditions and contact with the disaster situation are poor.
The condition that obtain the qualification of constructing distribution site of medical supplies: 1) The contact 
with external conditions is general while the contact with the disaster situation is poor; 2) The contact with external 
conditions is poor while the contact with the disaster situation is general; 3) Both the contact with external 
conditions and contact with the disaster situation are general.
The condition that suitable for more construction of distribution site of medical supplies: 1) Both the contact 
with external conditions and contact with the disaster situation are good; 2) The contact with external conditions is 
general while the contact with the disaster situation is good. 
By the application of rough set approach to the group decision-making, and the study on location selection 
problem of distribution site of medical supplies after large scale engineering emergency occurred, finally we extract
the reduction decision rules, through this we can weaken the influence of redundancy attributes to the decision-
making, and improve the efficiency of decision-making, ensure the prompt and effective of engineering emergency 
management in large scale engineering incident; At the same time, it can summarize the  hidden decision-making 
preferences of experts, so as to emphasize the key factors, and provide basis and theoretical guidance for the large 
scale engineering emergency decision-making in future.
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